ALPINE CANADA ALPIN (ACA), CANADIAN SNOWSPORTS ASSOCIATION (CSA) & PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL SPORT
ORGANISATION (PTSO)
SPORT ACCIDENT INSURANCE AGREEMENT
CLUB NAME:
AUTHORIZED CLUB REPRESENTATIVE:
Street:
City:
PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL SPORT ORGANIZATION:

Title:

CLUB ADDRESS:

Province:

Postal Code:

DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement:
a) The term “Member” refers to any active Member of the disclosed club including but not limited to; athletes,
coaches, employees, volunteers.
b) The phrase “alpine ski training” refers to the disciplines alpine, para-alpine and ski cross.
c) The phrase “Provincial/Territorial Sport Organization (PTSO) refers to the organization identified above.
ASSUMPTION OF RISK, RELEASE AND HOLDHARMLESS
(
) is aware that its Members participation in alpine ski training activities can result in illness and/or injury
requiring medical treatment including hospitalization, surgical procedures, restricted travel and other costs.
It is identified that without the Members purchase of Alpine Canada Alpin’s (ACA) Sport Accident Insurance Policy
(SAIP), it may expose (
) to additional costs that are either in excess or not covered by the members personal
medical coverage and/or any travel insurance that may have been purchased.
) has provided its Members the opportunity to purchase the appropriate insurance for any international
alpine ski training camp and understands that any Member who declined SAIP coverage,(
) will be solely
responsible to ensure that any potential outstanding claim amounts are paid.
(

CLUB ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
(
) acknowledges that there is no responsibility for Alpine Canada Alpin (ACA), Canadian Snowsports
Association (CSA) or Provincial/Territorial Sport Organization (PTSO) to assume payment for any medical treatment,
including rescue, ambulance, treatment, hospitalization or special travel costs incurred by the club Member that are not
covered by personal medical or travel insurance.
Furthermore (
) agrees that it will hold harmless Alpine Canada Alpin (ACA), Canadian Snowsports Association
(CSA) and the Provincial/Territorial Sport Organization (PTSO) from any costs billed to them by service providers arising
out of injury, illness, accident or circumstance involving medical care.
) also understands and respects that Alpine Canada Alpin (ACA) and the Canadian Snow Sports Association

(

(CSA) will not sanction any international alpine ski training that has Members who have declined SAIP without receipt of
this agreement.
In closing, (
) understands this Assumption of Risk, Release, Waiver of Claim and Hold harmless agreement,
for international alpine ski training occurring between (
) and (
).
SIGNED THIS ______ DAY OF ________, YEAR __________
AUTHORIZED CLUB REPRESENTATIVE:
TITLE:

WITNESS NAME:

SIGNATURE:

WITNESS SIGNATURE:

